
 
once upon a routine, or 
where did all the content go? 
 
The editorial group is involved in writing, editing, and all other facets of creating web content.  
 
We not only create content, but also are responsible for it appearing in the right place at the 
right time. This production aspect of our charter, though every bit as important, is 
understandably allocated less time than the creative efforts, since there is a seemingly simple 
process to be followed on a routine basis. However, in our experience, the publishing tools we 
currently have in place are not up to the task, and “routine” has taken on a whole new 
meaning. As a result, a great deal of time is devoted to coaxing the system, prodding the ever-
changing support structure, and limping to the finish line. In between the rare times we are 
actually able to successfully perform the publishing function, we certainly have developed our 
theories on the causes of our woes. However, the facts speak for themselves, which is what we 
present here.  
 
the process, in brief 
For those readers who may not be entirely familiar with the current process, we offer a brief 
overview. 
 
two types of content 
We handle at least two types of content: news stories provided by a service, right sidebars that 
contains links to articles or other HP sites. The process for publishing news differs slightly from 
publishing to the right sidebars in that news has one more hurdle to clear, a system that 
connects us to the current news provider, Screaming Media. That connection allows us to 
retrieve the prescreened news stories and deliver them to CAMS and often presents its own 

unique problems. But once we succeed in moving the news stories to CAMS, the same process 
applies to both types of content. 
 
As Fig. 1.1 above indicates, we publish to the My ITRC Website using two main tools referred to as 
CAMs (content management) and CMA (scheduling). The content must move through both 
tools, one at a time, to reach the Website, which, from one point of view, doubles the odds of 
failure. 
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the steps 
 

• When the content reaches CAMs, we tag the files with titles and other properties, and 
then release them to  CMA.  

 
• In CMA we select from the newly uploaded content and other previously imported 

content to build a schedule to publish that day.   
 

• We then deploy the schedule to the Content Master, which is a testsite for previewing 
the content, as it will appear, and, before it does appear, on the production Website. 
This review process is critical in detecting any errors or surprises that would only manifest 
on an actual Web page that uses the HP template.  

 
• To view the content master, we must perform a series of manual, laborious, and often 

non-functioning steps to perform a “clear cache” function.  This function bears 
mentioning because it is definitely a roadblock to progress. 

 
• Once we confirm that the Content Master displays the content correctly, we deploy the 

schedule to the actual production site. Twenty or so minutes later, the content, exactly 
as it appeared on the Content Master, is to appear on the live My ITRC Website. 

 
 
focus on data 
To bring the problems into focus, we have gathered measurable data, and are presenting an 
analysis of the effect the present tools have on our ability to publish.   
 
The point system we used is described below.  

 
ability to 
publish description 

dail
aw

success the publishing process worked on the first
attempt 

 

 
problem 
 

at least one part of the process required a 
call to the support group, but we 
succeeded in publishing the story before the 
end of the day 

 

failure the story couldn’t be published that day  
 
We have recorded our attempts to publish for the period of July 1 – Septembe
the points awarded, and dividing them by the total number of points possible 
percentage rate of success for the period.  
 

For example: 
If 30 attempts were made and the total points awarded were: 10 attem
points, 10 @ 80 points, and 10 unsuccessful attempts, we would accum
points. The 1800 points ÷ 3000 (30 attempts x 100 possible points each) =
success rate (in reality, a highly unlikely figure). 
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success rate for publishing to the My ITRC right sidebar 
July 1 - September 28, 2001 
28 attempts were made, 2800 points possible 
 

 
No. of 

Attempts Point Level Total Points  Success
success  1  100  100  3.5
problem  4  80  320  11.4
failure  23  0  0  0.0
 totals  28    420  15.0

peformance goal: 90% 
actual: 15% 

 
Though the success rate of 15% is totally unacceptable, the more shocking new
recorded attempts to publish to the My ITRC right sidebar, it only worked withou
and extra effort and time spent to surmount problems garnered only 4 more su
 
 
success rate for publishing screaming media news stories on MyITRC 
July 1 - September 28, 2001 
49 attempts were made, 4900 points possible. 
 

 
No. of 

Attempts Point Level Total Points  Success
success  8  100  800  
problem  4  80  320  
failure  37  0  0  
 totals  49    1120  

peformance goal: 95% 
actual: 22.56% 
 

 
sample problems 
It is difficult to summarize the problems since they vary greatly and many reocc
we have listed some of them that have occurred more than once. 
 

 
sampling of publishing problems 
We could not log on to CMA. When we entered the user name
and password, the CMA tool produced an error message. 
The CMA system timed out before it could open. 
We completed the publishing process, but were unable to view
the Content Master (testsite), so we were unable to preview 
changes, which is a crucial prerequisite to publishing to the 
production site. 
We went through the process of deploying content to the 
Content Master and received the confirmation, but the site 
didn’t update as expected. 
The Screaming Media news portion of the site updated, but the
right sidebar did not. 
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sampling of publishing problems 
Received error message in CMA when we attempted to deploy 
to production. 
CMA was down. The server was unavailable. 
 
problems unique to screaming media news 
Once released from Screaming Media, news stories are to 
update at the top of the hour, which did not happen until much 
later in the day. 
Completed and confirmed releasing Screaming Media news to 
CAMS, but did not show in CAMS at all. 

 
 
publishing the right sidebar on the ITRC home page 
Although our group did briefly publish to the ITRC using our publishing tools, for quite some time 
and for the foreseeable future we employ Editrope to provide those services and manage the 
process. The publishing cycle begins when we move new content files to the Xena server and 
alert Editrope. Editrope uses an HP network tool to distribute files from Xena to the Munin test 
Website. We preview the data on Munin and notify Editrope of any corrections or changes. An 
HP in-house service routinely uploads the new files each Sunday to refresh the right side bar for 
the following Monday. 
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success rate for publishing to right sidebar on ITRC home page 
July 1 - September 28, 2001 
15 attempts were made, 1500 points possible 
 

 
No. of 

Attempts Point Level Total Points  Success
success  10  100  1000  66
problem  4  80  320  21
failure  1  0  0  
 totals  15    1320  87

performance goal: 95% 
actual: 87.99% 
 
 

This method of publishing is obviously the more successful of the two by far, alth
not meet the current expectations of the editorial group.  Difficulties included: 
 
 

Problems  
Either we didn’t have access to appropriate software to move 
the content to Xena, or the server wasn’t available. 

Editrope was unable to get on the HP network to use the 
distribution tool, so we manually moved the tools. 

 
 
conclusion 
 
The data is clear, but there are other factors that add to the dilemma, only one
mention here.  
 
support 
Each of the two tools we use is supported technically by a separate group. Sinc
most vested interest in both systems working at the same time, we often serve a
mediator, communication conduit, and testing force between the two groups,
more a part of the solution than what is appropriate or effective.  Many times is
unclear just which individuals or groups are supporting the tools we use or who 
appeal to for technical help, and finding that out takes every bit as long as fixin
 
In the final analysis, the data reflects that the publishing tools we use do not wo
close to an acceptable level, which says that they don’t work at all. We are on
to carry out the task of populating a very visible sidebar and what could be cu
interest to our customers.   
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